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An endeavor to establish typical lexical categories in individual languages as well as a typology of word-classes yields contradictory conclusions. In this paper we provide evidence to substantiate the existence of an independent and indispensable open category of adjectives in the Bantu language Nyakyusa. An argument that Bantu languages possess a closed class of adjectives (Dixon 1982; Rugemalira 2008; Segerer 2008) is called to question by the large number of adjectives in Nyakyusa, which provide almost all Dixon’s core semantic types. In addition, adjectivization permits establishment of a vast number of adjectives which designate various property-concepts in the language. Such derived adjectives fit well the Dixon’s semantic types.    
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1. Introduction 
The formulation of the actual lexical categories (also called word-classes or parts-of-speech) within individual languages and across language families has been an engagement of descriptive linguists in Africa (e.g. Laslau 1995; Newman 2000; Rugemalira 2005; Petzell 2008; Seidel 2008, among others) and linguists working in typological studies across the globe (e.g. Baker 2003; Segerer 2008; Hallonsten 2009; Rauh 2010; Haspelmath 2012; Simone & Masini 2014; Panagiotidis 2015, among others). Some of these scholars argue for the presence of three major word-classes (nouns, verbs and adjectives) across world languages (e.g. Baker 2003) while other scholars postulate four categories in some languages (nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs) (e.g. Meira & Gildea 2009). In these resources, the universality of the word-class adjective appears to pose conflicting results in that Baker (2003) postulates its universality while Meira and Gildea (2009) doubts such a postulation. Therefore, the main purpose of this paper is to argue for the existence of the adjective word-class in Nyakyusa, a Bantu language coded [M31] and spoken in Malawi and Tanzania (Felberg 1996; Lusekelo 2013a).​[1]​    
The establishment and characterization of the lexical category adjective in Bantu languages, as in other languages of the world, has received the attention of scholars whose analogous findings are very fascinating though contradictory. For instance, some linguists (e.g. Dixon 1999; Baker (003; Rugemalira 2008; Segerer 2008) assume that Bantu languages lack unique properties of adjectives hence they argue that it is a closed category. Other scholars (e.g. Kahigi 2008; Mpofu 2009; Goodness 2014) postulate that adjective is an exclusive and open lexical category in the Bantu languages Swahili [G40]​[2]​ (spoken in Eastern Africa), Shona [S10] (spoken in Zimbabwe) and Nyiha [M23] (spoken in Tanzania and Zambia). It is the intention of the present paper to support the proposition offered by the latter group of scholars by offering evidence to substantiate that Nyakyusa does possess a strong and open lexical category of adjectives.         
The dissimilar postulations pertaining to adjectives in African languages in general and Bantu languages in particular emanates from unqualified universal parameters. It is evident that some linguists (Dixon 1999; Baker 2003; Rugemalira 2008) formulate categories based on universal properties (i. syntax: attributive-predicative distinctions, ii. morphology: packaging of grammatical features such as number, gender and case in affixes, and iii. semantic: amount of individual lexical elements whose semantic-content are adjectival). The application of these parameters in some languages is acceptable but not permitted in other languages (Gil 2001; Kahigi 2008; Hallonsten 2009; Haspelmath 2012). Such parameters about adjectives are regularly tested and get attested in Indo-European languages (e.g. English, French and Dutch in Baker 2003) but do not fit in other languages (cf. Gil 2001; Rauh 2010). In Section 2 of this paper, we argue that the Bantu language Nyakyusa possesses a well-established adjective class whose morphological, syntactic and semantic properties fit as so in other Eastern Bantu languages.  The main parallel point is that almost all languages seem to permit underived (prototypical) and derived (semi-prototypical) adjectives (cf. Dixon 1999; Baker 2003; Kahigi 2008; Rugemalira 2008; Mpofu 2009; Goodness 2014, among others). The main difference therein is that some scholars establish that Bantu languages have a least amount of core and prototypical adjectives (between 8 in Chichewa [N31] and 100 in Swahili [G40] (Dixon 1999:6; Baker 2003:248) or less than, say between 3 in Zulu (De Sychriver (2010), 4 [as in Makaa A83] and 26 [as in Ngazidja G44a] (Segerer 2008). Therefore, this category could be dispensed (Rugemalira 2008:32). Other scholars are of the opinion that adjectivization processes attested in some Bantu languages tend to establish an open word category of adjectives whose members are plentiful (cf. Kahigi 2008 for Swahili [G40]; Goodness 2014 for Nyiha [M23]). In Section 3 of this paper, we offer vivid examples of adjectivization processes in the Bantu language Nyakyusa and cement the argument that this language possesses an open word-class of adjectives whose members are readily added by morphological derivations as well. 
Further challenges to categorization of adjectives manifest in various grammar books for Bantu languages. Some scholars (e.g. Möhlig 2005; Rugemalira 2005; Botne 2008; Petzell 2008; Stöm 2013) provide separate sections for adjectives, numerals, demonstratives and quantifiers, hence allowing proper characterization of adjectives. Other scholars treat descriptive adjectives (qualificatives), numerals and quantifiers (quantification words), possessives, interrogative expressions and demonstratives as a single word-class regularly called adjectives (cf. Mohamed 2001 and Kihore et al. 2003 for Swahili [G40]). The latter kind of analysis disqualifies all these to formulate separate syntactic categories in different Bantu languages. Therefore, this paper wants to categorize ‘descriptive adjectives, which may be distinguished from predeterminers, determiners, and numbers in that they can generally be used both attributively […] and predicatively […]’ (Dixon’s (1999:1).

2. Properties of Adjectives and Data for Nyakyusa Bantu 
Bantu languages are estimated to be about 500 in Africa (Nurse & Philippson 2003). The data used in the previous works such as Dixon (1982, 1999) and Baker (2003) come from fewer languages such as Chewa, Zulu and Venda. Even Segerer (2008) uses Bantu languages whose grammars have fewer adjectives, e.g. Ngazidja [G44] and Makaa [A83]. This section outlines the main sources of new data for the Bantu language Nyakyusa. My data puts Nyakyusa amongst Bantu languages with medium number of adjectives (say between 100 and 150 words). Other Bantu languages such as Swahili have many adjectives, between 200 and 300 (cf. Kahigi 2008). 
In addition, this section outlines various properties which enable to pin down adjectives in Bantu languages. The section opens with the discussion of the general properties of adjectives, as a universal category (Dixon 1999; Baker 2003) in Section 2.1. The section discusses the major line of weakness, namely imposition of notions and size of adjective word-class. The various typologies of languages based on the properties of adjectives are offered in Section 2.2. The typologies erroneously suggest absence of an independent adjective word-class in Nyakyusa, and other Bantu languages. This claim needs to be substantiated. The paper proceeds to offer various characteristics of adjectival words attested in Nyakyusa in Section 3.1. It also shows the morphological patterning between nouns and adjectives in the language. We argue therein that the properties of the various concepts in the language allow it to describe various properties in both property-roots (Haspelmath 2012) as well as in adjectivized items (Kahigi 2008). 
2.1 Universal Properties of Adjectives: Pertinent Criteria Issues in Bantu Family
Various linguists agree that adjective is an independent category in various world languages (cf. Dixon 1999; Baker 2003; Rugemalira 2008; Meira & Gildea 2009; Hallonsten 2009; Mpofu 2009; Haspelmath 2012). For instance, based on morphology, Dixon (1999:3) argues succinctly ‘for almost every language there are internal grammatical criteria for recognizing three word classes: noun, verb, and adjective’. In the same vein, based on semantics, Haspelmath (2012:122) establishes that in each language there are at least thing-roots (nouns), action-roots (verbs) and property-roots (adjectives). It is paramount in the present discussion, therefore, to establish how the Bantu language Nyakyusa has, for the purpose of this paper, a three way distinction of its word-classes: nouns – verbs – adjectives​[3]​. 








The second parameter used to establish the characteristics of adjectives is their syntactic distributions in constructions. Most scholars agree that adjectives tend to occur in attributive positions in a noun phrase (Dixon 1999; Baker 2003; Mpofu 2009). For instance, Baker (2003:191) says there are ‘syntactic environments in which only an adjective can appear’, namely ‘first, adjectives can be direct attributive modifiers of nouns, but nouns and verbs cannot be’. Of course this property is attested in all Nyakyusa adjectives. These words, in regular patterns, occur after nouns in phrases (Lusekelo 2009). Thus, in all examples in (1) above, the adjectives occur after the head-nouns because adjectives are modifiers in the noun phrases in Nyakyusa. 
Based on meaning and distribution, Baker (2003:193) argues further that this first criterion means that ‘adjectives emerge as the only category that can be used, not because of any positive feature that the adjective has, but by default, because nothing disqualifies them’ (Ibid). He argues that ‘the ability to modify nouns is the defining – or at least the characteristic, prototypical – property of adjectives’ (Baker 2003:193). 
As illustrated by Nyakyusa examples in (2) below, Dixon (1999) indicates that adjectives tend to occur in a predicative position as well (see also Hallonsten 2009; Meira & Gildea 2009; Haspelmath 2012). In example (2a&b), the adjectives ʊmololo ‘kind’ and aβatali ‘tall’ manifest after the head-nouns, respectively. Here the adjectives function as attributive adjectives. In these examples, the adjective ʊmololo ‘kind’ and aβatali ‘tall’ appear with an augment and nominal prefix, as it is the case of both the head-nouns. This is a concord between head-nouns and modifiers (adjectives) in Nyakyusa (Lusekelo 2013b).  




	c.	ʊ-mu-ndʊ	mo-lolo		‘the person is kind’
		AU-1-person	1-kind	
	d.	ʊ-mu-ndʊ	ʊ-ɉʊ 	mo-lolo	 ‘this person is kind’
		AU-1-person	1-this	1-kind	
	e.	a-βa-ndʊ	a-βa 		a-βa-tali 	‘the people are tall’
		AU-2-person	AU-these	AU-2-tall

In example (2c), the augment is dropped from the adjective. Consequently, the reading we obtain here is typically a predicative function. Likewise, in examples (2d&e), the adjectives occur after the demonstratives ʊɉʊ ‘this’ and aβa ‘these’. In both cases the augment is dropped from the adjectives. In fact, example (2c) involves the presence of a zero auxiliary between the head-noun and an adjective. This affirms that formulation of the predicative adjective is possible with the presence of the auxiliaries, for languages which make use of auxiliaries and/or with copulas for languages which make use of copula expressions. The latter cases in (2d&e) involve the presence of the demonstrative, which helps to designate the predicative role of the adjectives.  
Baker (2003:213) adds that ‘another distinctive property of adjectives is that they are selected by a certain class of functional heads, known as degree heads.’ In English, this class includes the particles how, too, so, and as (Ibid).  
(3) Mary is too intelligent (to make such a mistake). 
The degree heads are not easily depicted in Bantu languages. For instance, the demonstratives ʊɉʊ ‘this’ and aβa ‘these’ seen in examples (2d&e) above tend to designate predicative adjectives. 
Specifically, Bantu languages make use of the copula to designate the predicative function of adjectives. In Bantu languages there are various forms of auxiliary verbs. For example, Runyambo [JE21] has -bha ‘ be’ and ni ‘is’ as in omwana ni muruungi ‘The child is beautiful’ (Rugemalira 2005). Ngoni [N12] has the forms ve and ava ‘be’ as in ve wamgeni ‘You are a guest’ and vana ava vadebe ‘These children are small’ (Ngonyani 2003). 
Nyakyusa language has copula forms zero (Ø), -li and -ɉa (Lusekelo 2013a: 130) which are used to designate the predicative function of adjectives. In the following examples, the predicative functions of the adjectives are indicated using the zero copula in (4a) and the grammaticalised auxiliary -li in (4b) for the declarative sentences. In examples (4c&d), the negative sentences given have the copulas -ɉa and -li. These copulas help to designate the predicative role of adjectives. 
(4)	a.	ʊ-mw-ana	n-sekele	‘the child is slim/thin’
		AU-1-child	1-thin	
	b.	I-sukʊʊlu	ɉi-li	nyali	‘the school is dirty’ 
		AU.9-school	9-is	dirty	
	c.	I-sukulu	ɉi-ka-ɉa	nyali	‘the school is not dirty’
		AU.9-school	9-Neg-is	dirty	
	d.	ʊ-lu-kama	lu-ka-li	lu-nunu ‘the milk was not good’
		AU-11-milk	11-NEG-is	11-nice	

The last parameter involves morphology (Baker 2003; Rauh 2010). It is argued that nouns and adjective tend to agree in the features number, gender and case. This is true because the nominal morphology of Bantu languages allows affixation of nominal prefixes in nouns and adjectives (Maho 1999; Katamba 2003; Lusekelo 2013b). The Nyakyusa nominal morphology is similar to other Bantu languages. Adjectives in Nyakyusa, as in other Bantu languages including Shinyiha (Goodness 2014) and Shona (Mpofu 2009) tend to copy the nominal prefixes according to the noun class of the head-noun. Based on Lusekelo (2009: 312), Table 1 presents the agreement patterns of nouns and adjectives in Nyakyusa. 
Table 1: Nyakyusa noun class and adjectival concords
NC	Au	Prefix	Stem	Adj	Examples	Gloss
1	ʊ	mʊ	ndu	m	ʊmʊndʊ ʊmololo	a kind person
2	a	ßa	ndu 	ßa	aßandʊ aßololo	kind persons  
3	ʊ	m	piki  	m	ʊmpiki ʊmpimba	a short tree
4	ɪ	mi	piki 	mi	ɪmipiki ɪmipimba	short trees 
5	ɪ	li	so 	ɪ	ɪliso ɪnywamu	a big eye
6	a	ma	so 	ma	amaso amanywamu	big eyes
7	ɪ	ki	kota 	ki	ɪkikota ikikʊʊlu	an old chair
8	ɪ	fi	kota 	fi	ɪfikota ifikʊʊlu	old chairs
9	ɪ	n	nɟuni 	m	ɪnɟuni  inyeelu	a white bird
10	ɪ	n	ŋɟuni 	si	ɪnɟuni inyeelu	white birds
11	ʊ	lu	ßaßu 	lu	ʊlußaßu ʊlutali	a long firewood
12	a	ka	kuku	ka	akakuku akatitu	a black small hen
13	ʊ 	tu	kuku 	tu	ʊtukuku ʊtutitu	black small hens 
14	ʊ	ßu	ndu 	ßu	ʊßundu  ußununu	nice humanity
15	ʊ	ku	lia 	ku	ʊkulya ukunandi	a little to eat
16	ø	pa	fyalo 	pa	pakyalo apanywamu	at the small field
17	ø	ku	fyalo 	ku	kukyalo kubutali	to the far fields
18	ø	mu	kialo  	mu	nkyalo mbununu	in the good field  

So far, a survey of the literature on the characteristics of the typical adjective class is offered. It is high time that we pinpoint the lines of weakness which will be rectified, at least for Nyakyusa, in this paper. 
One major weakness surrounds imposition of English property concepts into various languages of the world, an endeavor criticized by different scholars (cf. Gil 2001; Kahigi 2008; Hallonsten 2009; Haspelmath 2012). As one can easily see, Baker (2003) seems to be carried away with the properties of English adjectives. Various authors argue against this (cf. Gil 2001; Kahigi 2008; Haspelmath 2012). Haspelmath argues:  
We thus cannot presuppose that “noun”, “verb” and “adjective” are universally available cross-linguistic categories, because categories of grammar are language-particular. They express language-particular generalizations, or in other words, they are defined with respect to language-particular criteria, and thus they can never be equated across languages (Ibid:114).
To substantiate the shortfall of the approach, findings in other languages point towards a different pattern. For instance, in Cariban languages, it is reported that while similar morphosyntactic features make adjectives at par with nouns (Meira & Gildea 2009:100), semantic properties put some adjectives at par with adverbs (Ibid:102). It is important, at least for this paper, to establish language-particular parameters which will help to pin down typical adjectives in the Bantu language Nyakyusa.   
Another area of weakness for Bantu languages is about the actual number of adjectival words in each language. It is specifically argued that ‘[…] there is considerable variation in (a) the size of the adjective class; and (b) whether the adjective class is grammatically similar to the noun class, or to the verb class, or to both, or shows no strong similarity to either’ (Dixon 1999:3). In other languages, the semantics, morphology and syntax of adjectives seem to be parallel to nouns, verbs and adverbs. For example, when discussing the absence of adjectives in Cariban languages, Meira & Gildea (2009) present the words kuɾe ‘good’ and kaɾjhe ‘fast/strong’ as adverbs in Tiriyó and Hixkaryana respectively. ). Hyman (2003) presents adjectives in Basaa as adjectival nouns while to Rugemarila (2008) adjectives in Bantu languages behave like nouns or verbs.
The size of the adjectives is paramount in the present discussion because lexical statistics seem to divide Bantu languages into four categories proposed in (5). This is a major weakness mentioned in previous works is that almost all Bantu languages examined possess adjectives, core and prototypical ones, though with varying amounts as follows:
(5)  	(i) A few Bantu languages with many adjectives (200 items and above) e.g. Swahili (see Kahigi 2008)
(ii) Some Bantu languages with medium number of adjectives (about 50 to 150 words) such as Kagulu [G12], Nyiha [M23], Ndali [M301], Shona [S10] and Yeyi [R41] (cf. Botne 2008; Petzell 2008; Seidel 2008; Mpofu 2009; Goodness 2014)
(iii) Many Bantu languages with few adjectives (less than 50 words but more than 15 items), e.g. Nyamwezi [F22], Nyambo [JE21], Ngazidja [G44], and Ndengeleko [P11] (cf. Rugemalira 2005, 2008; Segerer 2008; Ström 2013). 
(iv) A few Bantu languages with very limited adjective word-class (below 15 words) e.g. Gciriku [K332], Chewa [N31] and Zulu [S42] (cf. De Schryver 2010; Möhlig 2005; Segerer 2008). 
As opposed to Dixon (1999) who lumps African languages into closed system of adjectives, the division above seems to point to a different direction (See further discussion in Section 2.2 below). As stated earlier, this paper wants to argue that Nyakyusa has a well defined open adjective class whose prototypical properties manifest in core adjectives. In addition, the paper argues that adjectivization warrants a widely open adjective class because productive derivation morphology permits generation of various members of this category. 
2.2 Typology of Languages Based on Adjectives: Pertinent Typological Issues in Bantu 
With regard to the noun-adjective-verb divisions, the linguists working in typological studies establish two clusters (Dixon 1999; Baker 2003). On the one hand, Dixon (1999:4) argues that languages can be divided into five major types according to the ways in which their grammars treat the class of adjectives. On the other hand, Baker (2003: 238) proposes that languages of the world divide into three classifications. In this paper, we challenge some of the general statements provided for African languages.




	‘Young pupils have arrived’





	‘The white foreigners left’

The fifth type involves a small, closed class of adjectives describing certain core properties. Other properties are dealt with by words belonging to the noun and verb classes. Dixon (1999:6-7) There is a fair number of languages which do have a separate adjective class but it has a limited number of members—anything between about five and around one hundred. Languages of this type are found in southern and eastern India, over a large part of Africa, across much of Papua New Guinea, with a few representatives in the Americas and in the Pacific. It will be evidenced in this paper that Dixon uses limited data from languages whose adjectives are fewer, e.g. 8 items in Chichewa (Baker 2003) or 11 words in Zulu (Segerer 2008). This study demonstrates the opposite as it presents the data from Nyakyusa that has many adjectives, hence an open category. 
To fulfill the purpose of this paper, we argue that some Bantu languages (e.g. Swahili, Ndali and Nyakyusa) seem to fall in this category because the size of its core adjective word-class is open and adjectivization turns it more open. The number of adjectives in Nyakyusa, together with their syntactic and morphological properties, qualifies the language to be treated as having an open word class of adjectives.  







Figure 1: The size of adjectives 
a. English (Baker 2003)
Verbs	adjectives	Nouns

b. Japanese (Baker 2003; Aiama & Akiyama 2002; Morita 2010)
verbs	Adjectives1	Adjectives2	Nouns

c. Chichewa (Baker 2003) and Bantu languages (Rugemalira 2008)
Verbs	Adjectives	Nouns

d. Cariban languages (Meira & Gildea 2009)​[6]​
verbs	nouns	Adjectives	Adverbs

e. Nyakyusa (this paper)
Verbs	adjectives	Nouns

The second category involves languages which tend to divide the same continuum into four or more parts with two distinct categories in the intermediate range where English has only one class of adjectives e.g. Japanese (Ibid: 238). As shown in Figure (1b) above, most scholars accept that the grammar of Japanese permit two kinds of adjectives, namely the canonical adjectives which perform the typical adjectival roles and nominal adjectives, which functions like adjectival nouns (Marita 2010: 105). Akiyama and Akiyama (2002: 162) argue that adjectives in Japanese are either verbal in nature (verbal adjectives) or nominal in nature hence adjective nouns. 
The third category include languages which could divide the continuum into only two parts resulting into languages with only a noun-verb distinction, with words that correspond to adjectives in English being grouped either with the nouns or with the verbs e.g. Chichewa. As shown in Figure (1c), Chichewa appears to possess only a couple of adjectives (Mchombo 2004), similar to other Bantu languages (Baker 2003). Rugemalira (2008) supports Baker’s findings as he proposes similar picture in the various Bantu languages. 
However, the picture is not the same throughout the world’s languages. In Cariban languages, for instance, Meira and Gildea (2009:108) suggest a four way division of the word-classes (See Figure 1d) because, in some cases, adjectives behave like nouns, and in other cases like adverbs.
Contrary to Rugemalira (2008) whose comparative results support Dixon’s statement, both Kahigi (2008) and Botne (2008) argue that Swahili [G40] and Ndali [M301] have many adjectives and adjectivization process respectively. The core and derived adjectives formulate a full open class in these languages. It is the role of the present paper to contribute evidence to support the point that indeed the Bantu language Nyakyusa possesses an open lexical category of adjectives whose schema is offered in (Figure 1e) above. 
In addition, following Kahigi (2008:30) and Segerer (2008:4), it is argued herein that the classification by Dixon (1999) is indeed incomplete and requires more data, the main project of the present contribution. Also, the data used by Baker (2003) to argue for Bantu languages is not representative. For example, he uses Lega [D25] (Ibid: 209) and mainly Chewa [N31] (Ibid:309) to argue that ‘many other African languages seem roughly similar to Chichewa’. It becomes hard to conceive this idea because research findings by Mpofu (2009) and Goodness (2014) confirm many adjectives in Bantu languages. In this paper, data from Nyakyusa helps to draw the truer picture of the category adjective in Bantu languages.

3.1 An inventory of adjectives in Nyakyusa: Classification into Dixon’s semantic-types 
Based on lexical contents, Nyakyusa​[7]​ demonstrates a good deal of adjectives. Haspelmath (2012) makes use of semantics and argues for the establishment of the category adjective based on the meaning of roots, particularly property-roots. Other studies use the prototype approach proposed by Taylor (1995) (cf. Mpofu 2009; Goodness 2014).   
In line with prototype approach, Nyakyusa makes use of a total of 85 core adjectives (See Appendix 1). For most of each, only a few have a single meaning, i.e. 39 items carry one definition or sense. Data show that in most words at least two senses associated with these adjectives, e.g. about 46 words possess two meanings. Some adjectives have three senses, e.g. 8 items carry three meanings.​[8]​ 
This is consonant with other scholars, e.g. Segerer (2008) argues that Bantu languages with a closed set of adjectives do not have adjectives with meanings rather there are words with many senses, which he calls notions​[9]​. It is argued herein that even in Bantu languages with closed set of adjectives; numerous senses are manifested in the existing lexical items​[10]​. As a result, there is no lexical gap existing in these languages. 
The category adjective is said to designate property concepts in various languages (Dixon 1982). Nyakyusa data seem to fit all Dixon’s (1982:17) seven semantic types of adjectives: DIMENSION e.g. pimba ‘short’ and nywamu ‘wide, big’, PHYSICAL PROPERTY e.g. nyali ‘dirty’ and nunu ‘good, beautiful’, COLOUR e.g. titu ‘black’ and eelu ‘white’, HUMAN PROPENSITY e.g. londo ‘poor, destitute’ and ololo ‘kind, polite’, AGE e.g. kulumba ‘elder’ and kuulu ‘old’, VALUE e.g. βiβi ‘bad’ and nyafu ‘taste’, and SPEED e.g. engo ‘sharp, quick’ and e.g. koβekoβe or godegode ‘slow’.      






















































 The last four contemporary semantic types, namely QUALIFICATION e.g. definitely and common, QUANTIFICATION e.g. all and many, POSITION e.g. high and low, and CARDINAL NUMBERS are left in this research project. First, quantifiers mainly quantification and cardinal numbers are left out because we deal only with property-concepts in this paper.​[11]​ Given this caution, then, Nyakyusa data offered herein seem to lack the concept type position.

3.2 Adjectivization (Formation of Adjectives) in Nyakyusa
It is the property of languages to generate newer members of a given word-class through morphological changes. Štekauer et al. (2012) argue that typical word-formation processes tend to derive very new words, mainly from the existing words in a given language. In Bantu languages, affixation is one of the major word-formation processes attested (Nurse and Philippson 2003), which is said to create new adjectives as well (Kahigi 2008). This is in the line with Booij (2005:51) who says ‘the basic function of derivational process is to enable the language user to make new lexemes.’
In another source, it is argued that ‘[…] derivational morphemes form new words either by changing the meaning of the base to which they are attached […] Or by changing the word-class that a base belongs to’ (Katamba & Stonham 2006:46, 49). In this section, we examine the way new adjectives are formed through suffixation in Nyakyusa. 
One of the reasons to treat adjectives as a closed class in most languages is about the number of words which offer adjectival readings (Baker 2003). This is demonstrated by works such as Segerer (2008) which treats all languages with less than 30 adjectives to have a closed system of adjectives. However, such efforts appear to neglect the power of derivation which creates newer words. For example, out of 151 adjectives in Nyakyusa, a total of 90 items are derived (See Appendix 2). This entails that a number of adjectives are formed through suffixation derivational process. 
Dixon recognizes the power of derivation as he argued that ‘there are also derived nouns and verbs, but there appear to be more derivations forming adjectives than for the other word classes. And it seems that this is a universal feature of languages’ (Dixon 1999:2). Suffixation is the main adjectivization process in Bantu languages such as Swahili (Kahigi 2008) as well as in Nyakyusa. 
Data indicates that Nyakyusa makes use of the suffix -fu and to create numerous adjectives from verbs. In Table 3, various adjectives derived with the suffix -fu from verb-roots are captured.  
Table 3: A sample of -fu-adjectives derived from verbs 
S/N	Verbs	Adjectives
1	βola ‘to rot’	βofu ‘rotten, damaged’
2	βuɣuɉula ‘to break’	βuɣuɉufu ‘broken’
3	βundala ‘become wet’	βundafu ‘wet’
4	fuɉula ‘to despise’ 	fuɉufu ‘inferior’
5	ɣaanda ‘become thin’	ɣaafu ‘skinny, thin, weak’
6	ɣolola ‘to straighten’	ɣolofu ‘honest, straight’
7	hoβoka ‘become happy’	hoβofu ‘happy’
8	latula ‘cut’	latufu ‘broken’
9	katala ‘be exhausted’	katafu ‘weak, weary’
10	sangaluka ‘become  cheerful’	sangalufu ‘cheerful’
11	sendemala ‘to bend’	sendemafu ‘bent, tilted’

Secondly, data used in this paper show that Nyakyusa makes use of the suffixes -i and -e to derive numerous adjectives from verbs. In Table 4, various adjectives derived with the suffixes -i and -e from verb-roots are captured.  
Table 4: Adjectives derived by suffixes -i and -e from verbs
S/N	Verbs 	Adjectives 
1	βenga ‘to hate’	βengi ‘offensive, hateful’
2	βifwa ‘ripen’	βifwe ‘ripe’
3	βina ‘become sick’	βine ‘sick’
4	βomba ‘to work’	βombi ‘active, vigorous’
5	ɣoloka ‘become straight’	ɣoloke ‘straight, honest’
6	ɣona ‘to sleep’	ɣone ‘old’
7	ɣaala ‘be drunk’	ɣaale ‘intoxicated, drunk’ 
8	ɣoɣa ‘to kill’	ɣoɣi ‘cruel’
9	fwana ‘be similar’	fwene
10	pya ‘to burn’	pye ‘cooked’
11	kaba ‘become rich’	kabi ‘rich’
12	tula ‘become dwarf’	tule ‘stunted’

The derived adjectives become proto-typical because they express property concepts. On the Dixon’s (1982, 2004) semantic types, derived adjectives in Nyakyusa realize conceptual types captured in Table 4:
Table 5: Conceptual types of derived adjectives in Nyakyusa
Conceptual types 	Adjectives
DIMENSION	tupe ‘fat’


















It is apparent now that adjectivisation by the suffixes -fu, -i and -e derive a robust of adjectives in Nyakyusa. Since this is a natural word-formation process (Štekauer et al. 2012), it follows that the derived words become independent lexical items. 
   
4. Conclusion 
This paper discussed the characteristics of the lexical category adjective in Nyakyusa, a Bantu language which has many core adjectives (totaling about 85 items) and whose derivation processes permit the formation of about 90 derived adjectives. Given the prolific nature of this word-class, Nyakyusa language demonstrates the ability to designate all semantic types suggested by Dixon (1982). In the contemporary classification of adjectives (Baker 2004), it seems that three conceptual-types, namely POSITION, QUANTIFICATION and CARDINAL NUMBERS are not well captured by the property-roots in the language. However, since quantifiers and cardinal numbers are not qualification words expressing about property-concepts (Zerbian & Krifka 2008), then only the feature POSITION is not captured by Nyakyusa adjectives. On comparative basis, this paper establishes that the studied Bantu languages possess property concepts though in varying size that may be generalized to all Bantu languages. Thus, four clusters are suggested: (i) Bantu languages such as Swahili have many adjectives (200 items and above); (ii) Bantu languages like Nyakyusa, Shona, Ndali, Yeyi etc. with medium number of adjectives (above 50 to 150 words); (iii) Bantu languages with few adjectives (less than 50 words but more than 15 items), e.g. Kagulu, Nyambo, Ndengeleko etc; and (iv) Bantu languages with very limited adjective word-class (below 15 words) e.g. Gciriku and Chewa. The classifications by Dixon (1999) and Baker 2003) need to be re-considered particularly after illumination with more data from Bantu languages whose grammars permit an open word class of adjectives.   
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^1	  Nyakyusa speakers are estimated to be one million (Felberg 1996). Data presented herein were extracted by the author from Felberg’s dictionary. Some example cases were obtained from written sources while other illustrations were gathered by the first author, a native speaker of the language.
^2	  The references of the Bantu languages cited herein follow Guthrie’s classification as updated by Maho (2009). 
^3	  It is established elsewhere that Nyakyusa has an independent lexical category adverbs (Lusekelo 2010). However, for the purpose of the present discussion, adverbs will be taken out, perhaps until future work.
^4	  The following abbreviations and symbols are used: AU = augment (pre-prefix), Neg = negation marker, 1,2,3 = noun class prefixes, 1p,2p,3p = feature person.
^5	  It is assumed that two types do not involve African languages: Languages of type 2 have an open class of adjectives which has grammatical properties very similar to those of verbs, e.g. when an adjective is used predicatively it inflects on the same (or similar) pattern to a verb. They are found over most of North America, East and Southeast Asia, and the Pacific (Dixon 1999:5). Languages in type 4 have an open class of adjectives which has grammatical properties significantly different from those of both nouns and verbs. It is quite rare to encounter an adjective class whose grammatical properties are rather different from those of both the verb and noun classes, e.g. English, Malayan (Ibid:6).
^6	  As a characteristic feature, Cariban adjectives ‘have two forms: an adverbial form and an adnominal form. […]. The adverbial form may have a plural suffix -ine. […] To get the adnominal form of an adjective, normally the suffix -no is added’ (Courtz 2008:71).
^7	  Although we specifically deal with Nyakyusa data, in many footnotes of this paper, we make a preliminary comparative work for other Bantu languages, namely Kagulu [G12], Swahili [G40], Nyambo [JE21], Gciriku [K332], Nyiha [M23], Ndali [M301], Chewa [N31], Ndengeleko [P11], and Yeyi [R41]. Therefore, some concluding statements drawn for Bantu languages partly come from this comparative work. 
^8	  This large number of adjectives is not unique to Nyakyusa. Kahigi (2008) found more than 100 core adjectives in Swahili [G40] and another 100 derived adjectives in the language. Goodness (2014) found about 45 adjectives and 45 derived adjectives in Nyiha [M23]. 
^9	  Dixon (1999:2) recognizes this as he argued that ‘some underived adjectives can have two senses—one, of a 'classifying' sort, is only used with nouns derived from verbs while the other, descriptive, sense applies with any kind of noun’.
^10	  Although we show all senses in the data analysed, various notions demonstrated by the adjectival entries in Felberg’s (1996) dictionary are not dealt with in this paper due to space limitations and need for further data from other Bantu languages with the more or less the same amount of adjectival words.
^11	  We are aware that quantifications in Bantu languages, as opposed to qualifications, occur in a separate syntactic slot. Lusekelo (2009) seem to combine adjectives and quantifiers in one syntactic slot. But Zerbian and Krifka (2008) and Goodness (2015) separate the various properties of quantifiers, which differ with modifiers such as adjectives.  
